
DYBECK, M. (1950)
i) The Way to Adventure, produced by Brian Large & L.C. King [portrays one phase of Maurice Dybeck’s Caingorm Weather Survey of 1954] (Taunton, King’s College, 1953)
v) Foula Diary 1961 : Brathay Exploration Group, produced by Maurice Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 1961); vi) Brathay Exploration Group : Uganda adventure 1962,
Dybeck, (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2004); xxxiv) *B.S.E.S in Peru*, produced by Explorer Films [Maurice Dybeck], (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2004); xxxv) *Through a Glass Brightly*, produced and directed by Maurice and Marjorie Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2005); xxxvi) *Kirkby Lonsdale Brass Band: Music with Images*, produced and directed by Majorie and Maurice Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2006); xxxvii) *St. Mary’s, 900 Not Out: An Audio-Visual Spectacular St. Mary’s Church, Kirkby Lonsdale October 2006*, produced and directed by Maurice Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2006); xxxviii) *Hitting the Trail: Church Trails for Children of All Ages*, produced by Maurice Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2008); xxxix) *Winterreise*, performed by Ian Thompson and David Chapman; produced by Maurice Dybeck (Kirkby Lonsdale, Explorer Films, 2009);

**HOGWOOD, C.J.H.** (Hon. Fw. 1989-)